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C A L L

A River runs to it...
Have you always wanted to live with that 
perfect combination of urban life, nature 
and convenience?

Imagine living in luxurious surround-
ings with water at your doorstep and a 
vibrant urban location yet without the 
need to worry about maintenance  
you might not have the time, desire  
or ability to tackle. Picture yourself 
locking your door and leaving to travel 
without concern.

Envision a home with heated indoor 
parking, a professionally equipped  
gym, media room, outdoor terraces  
and patios, a steam shower spa, guest 
suite, concierge, roof-top garden and 
unparalleled riverfront views.

This is The Sydenham, a luxurious 
condominium rising on the banks of the 
Sydenham River in downtown Owen 
Sound. With attention to detail and 
beautiful finishes such as granite  

counter-tops and hardwood floors,  
this residence offers amenities and  
conveniences not available in your  
typical house.

This collection of 10 well-appointed  
2 bedroom (some plus den), 2 bathroom 
residences are all that remain available 
for this premiere project. With spacious 
floor plans and large outdoor covered 
terraces this is a unique opportunity  
in Owen Sound. Only 3 with private 
elevator access are still available!

If condo living is right for you, the 
Sydenham may be just what you’re 
looking for. A property without compare, 
downtown shops, restaurants, enter-
tainment and transit are right at your 
doorstep. Amenities that will be incor-
porated include a fitness centre, media/
party room, private dock with storage 
for canoes and kayaks, and a rooftop 
courtyard and garden– all contributing  
to a total urban living experience.

To learn more visit their  
presentation centre at: 

163 8th Street East in Owen Sound 
across from the Farmer’s Market.

Where modern urban  
meets mother nature.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Limited Residences 
Remaining!

ACT NOW

Boomers ad - the Sydenham -- full page advertorial - Feb 2016.indd   1 17/02/2016   10:47:04 AM
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FROM THE PUBL ISHER

Thanks for picking up the inaugural issue of  Huron-Perth Boomers, a free, quarterly 
magazine for local adults 50+ in Huron and Perth counties, as well as Stratford and 
St. Marys!

My husband Dwight and I are excited to bring you a high-quality, local publication 
that informs and entertains your area’s dynamic ‘Baby Boomer’ generation. You’ll 
soon notice our stories are written for local people, by local people, and will cover topics 
such as travel, health, community, finance and special features on your fellow Huron/
Perth residents.

We were both raised in southern Bruce County and, after leaving to pursue our 
careers, we came home – as so many do – to raise our two girls, aged eight and 
five. Since 2011 we have published Grey-Bruce Kids, a free magazine for parents 
and caregivers in Grey/Bruce. In 2014 we launched Grey-Bruce Boomers to great 
reviews, leading to our expansion into Huron/Perth with this first issue today.

By definition, a Baby Boomer is someone born during the post-Second World War 
baby boom, from 1946-64. But a Boomer is so much more than that. Today’s Boomers 
care about their communities and want to leave the world a better place. They want 
to fulfil their dreams and make the most of  their time. They are a generation that has 
taken the world by storm and continue to be game changers, and we are honoured to 
share these local stories with our readers. 

So enjoy the first issue and please support our advertisers, writers and distributors. 
You can engage with us at www.huronperthboomers.com, on Facebook (www.
facebook.com/HuronPerthBoomers) and via Twitter @HrnPrthBoomers. We love 
when readers share story ideas with us, so let us know what you’d like to read in our 
Summer issue, which hits the street June 1. Huron-Perth Boomers is your magazine, 
and I look forward to you joining us on this journey.
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TIDBITS

Walk, bike, bowl or run for a cause 
Every spring there are numerous fundraising events in communities across 
Huron and Perth that require participants to get active. What better way to raise 
money and awareness for a good cause than to enjoy some of these events...

Don’t miss an issue!
There are 10,000 copies of  Huron-Perth 
Boomers distributed – for free – at 
hundreds of  location across Huron and 
Perth counties, as well as Stratford and
St. Marys. 

To ensure you get a copy each March, 
June, September and December, contact 
Publisher Amy Irwin at 519-524-0101 
or amy@huronperthboomers.com to 
purchase a four-issue subscription for
only $15. 

Only subscribers will have the issue 
delivered directly to their home, so contact 
Amy today to guarantee yourself  an issue!

Did you know?

80% 
of Ontarians over the age of 45 have a chronic

condition (CCHS 2003)? Learn more about
self-managing your health on Page 22.

Bowl for Kids’ Sake
April 8-10, Molesworth Bowling Lanes,
Listowel
www.bigbrothersbigsisters.ca/listowel/

Walk a Mile in her shoes
April 16, Festival Market Place Shopping
Centre, Stratford
www.optimismplace.com

Pedal the Pinery
April 24, Grand Bend
www.pinerypark.on.ca

Big Bike for Heart and Stroke
May 1-4,  Molly Blooms, Stratford
www.bigbike.ca

Walk for Alzheimer’s
May 7, Exeter, Wingham, Clinton
www.walkforalzheimers.ca

Spring on the Trail
May 14, Bike, Hike, Run or Walk on the G2G 
Rail Trail, Goderich , Auburn, Blyth, Walton, 
Monkton, Milverton, Millbank, Linwood, 
Wallenstein, Elmira, West Montrose Ariss
www.springonthetrail.ca

7th annual Run Around the Square
May 15, Goderich
www.runaroundthesquare.ca

Walk for Alzheimer’s
May 28, Queen’s Park, Stratford
www.alzheimer.ca/en/perth

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR HEALTH
 You can do it. We can help.
 Are you living with heart disease, diabetes, high 
 blood pressure, arthritis, osteoporosis or other 
 chronic condition? If so, this workshop is for you.

  TOPICS INCLUDE:  
   *Dealing with di�cult emotions
   *Healthy eating
   *Communicating with your health care providers
   *Getting active safely
   *Managing pain and fatigue
    And more...

   To register for a workshop:

    1.855.463.5692
     info@swselfmanagement.ca or
     www.swselfmanagement.ca

FREE workshops available across PERTH-HURON

160 Main St. Listowel  | (519)291-3280 | bakelaarjewellers.ca

For hours and other events • Connect with us on social media

facebook.com/huroncountymuseum • twitter.com/hcmuseum

@huroncountymuseum • www.pinterest.com/huroncountymuseum

110 North Street,Goderich • 519-524-2686

The Sky Harbour Gallery is now on display at
the Huron County Museum!

Join us for.....

MARCH 14 - MARCH 19
FREE ADMISSION

Vintage Video Games
Museum Quest Scavenger Hunt

Popcorn and movies at 2 pm
Special Art Projects

Plus - Special St. Patrick’s Day
programming on March 17!

at
March Break Museum Quest!

THE HURON
COUNTY MUSEUM

BECOME A
MUSEUM MEMBER!

Benefits include unlimited visits to the
Huron County Museum and seasonal

sites; gift shop and programming
discounts,and free admission to partner

museums (Grey Roots,Bruce County
Museum,Simcoe County Museum and

Waterloo Region Museum).

WINTER
HOURS:

March Break Hours:

Monday - Friday:
10 am - 4:30 pm

Open til 8 pm on Thursday

Saturday: 1 - 4:30 pm
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TRAVEL

I recently had the opportunity to visit Peru 
and Machu Picchu – one of  my bucket-list destinations.

The trip began with a flight to Lima, Peru, from Toronto. 
I flew with Delta Airlines and the connection was in 
Atlanta. If  you have to connect, I suggest Atlanta airport 
as one of  the easiest to connect through, however, Air 
Canada Rouge offers non-stop flights from Toronto four 
days a week if  you prefer the most direct option.  

After a long flight and a very late evening arrival in 
Lima, I was met by a private driver and transferred to 
my hotel in the Miraflores district of  Lima. The San 
Augustin Exclusive hotel offers basic but comfortable 
accommodations on a quiet street. Miraflores is a safe 
area of  Lima, with many tourists and a variety of  shops 
and restaurants nearby. You can walk to the ocean in less 
than 15 minutes.

I had pre-booked a Lima city tour for the next morning 
and was met at my hotel promptly by my guide and driver. 

Exploring 
Machu Picchu
Come for the ruins, while enjoying 
everything Peru has to offer
By Rob  Blowes
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TRAVELby Rob Blowes

The tour lasted approximately three hours and visited the main square 
and Cathedral, as well as many parks and archaeological sites within 
Lima. It was a good way to get acquainted with Lima since the next 
day we were off  very early to Cusco and the Sacred Valley.

Most of  these trips start off  with an early departure from Lima to 
Cusco. It’s just a one-hour flight to Cusco, the ancient capital city of  
the Inca civilization. It is here that you access the Sacred Valley. Cusco 
is located in the Andes Mountains at 12,000 feet above sea level. You 
will instantly notice that getting a breath of  air can be a little more 
difficult than we are used to – there is 30 per cent less oxygen in the air 
at this altitude. Some people have little difficulty adjusting while others 
can have more severe altitude sickness. For our group, most adjusted 
after the first day. It is recommended you drink lots of  water, breathe 
slowly and deeply, and move at a slower pace than normal. Many 
hotels in Cusco have oxygen on hand in case you need it. By day two 
you should be adjusted and ready to explore.  

Our first stop on the tour was the Ccaccaccollo community co-
op women’s weaving centre, to which traveler’s with G Adventures 
provide donations through Planeterra Foundation. It’s here the women 
of  the village continue their traditional weaving techniques while 
learning business skills and enabling their community to thrive. The 
women in the village greeted us with open arms, before demonstrating 
the weaving and natural dyeing techniques that have been used for 
centuries. Of  course you have plenty of  opportunities here to purchase 
handmade goods, from blankets to mittens and sweaters.

The women of the (Ccaccaccollo community) 
continue their traditional weaving techniques 
while learning business skills and enabling 
their community to thrive... (they) demonstrated 
techniques that have been used for centuries.

From the weaving collective, our next stop was Pisac. This was the first 
view of  the ancient Inca architecture of  using terraces for agriculture, 
with many terraces built into the mountainside. In fact, the Incas were 
expert farmers, creating many varieties of  plants while experimenting 
with different altitudes and climate zones.    
  
After Pisac we visited a second Planeterra Foundation project in the 
Sacred Valley. The Parwa Community Restaurant supports 14 families 
in the village of  Parwa. Some are cooks, others raise livestock or are the 
servers in the restaurant. It was a very informative stop to learn about 
the project and the lunch was excellent. After a long day and a late 

Photos by Rob Blowes
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TRAVEL by Rob Blowes

lunch, we headed for Urubamba to check into our hotel 
for the next two nights. The San Augustin Urubamba 
Hotel is a lovely hotel on the edge of  the town. It has 
lovely gardens, a nice bar area and a restaurant. Rooms 
are a nice size and comfortable. Ask for a room in the 
back where it’s quiet.

From Urubamba we visited the Las Saliners, pre-Incan 
salt pans where some of  the finest table salt in the world 
is found. Near the salt pans are the Moray ruins, which 
is another terraced agricultural complex built in natural 
depression in the ground. The temperature difference 
from the top terrace to the bottom can vary by as much 
as 15 C.

In the evening, a local favourite restaurant was featuring 
Pachamanca cooking. This traditional style of  cooking 
takes place in the ground using hot stones. There was a 
great variety of  meats, vegetables and potatoes – did you 
know Peru has over 2,500 potato varieties?

The next day we visited the ruins of  Ollantaytambo, 
about 30 minutes from Urubamba. Ollantaytambo 
fortress was protecting the northern end of  the Sacred 
Valley and is an impressive structure with views of  the 
valley. It’s a steep climb to the top but the views are worth 
it. Ollantaytambo is also the starting point for our train 
trip to Aguas Calientes and Machu Picchu. The only way 
to access Aguas Caliente and Machu Picchu is by Peru 
rail or hiking. The trip takes about two hours to get to 
Aguas Calientes and then it’s a walk uphill to our hotel for 
the night. Aguas is a town that only exists to serve tourists 
visiting Machu Picchu. There are lots of  restaurants and 
shops, but it’s rather small and lacks charm. 

The highlight of  the trip is of  course visiting Machu 
Picchu. Our day started with a 4 a.m. wakeup call and a 
5 a.m. line-up for the bus ride to the mountaintop. It’s a 
30-minute ride up a steep mountain face to the entrance 
to Macchu Picchu. We were met by our guide at the 
entrance and toured through the site for about two hours. 
After the tour was over we had lots of  free time to explore 
on our own. There are some fantastic vistas for viewing 
and photos. If  you are energetic, you can hike the three 
kilometres to the Sun Gate where the Inca Trail enters 
Machu Picchu. The view from the Sun Gate is well worth 
the trek. It was the icing on the cake for the trip. One 
more item checked off  of  the bucket list!

LET US TAKE CARE OF  YOU WITH OUR OWN CUSTOM, ESCORTED CAREFREE JOURNEYS

Our 2016 and 2017 escorted tours include Newfoundland, Iceland,
a Battlefields Tour in Europe, Italian Cruise, Hawaii, New Zealand and South Africa.

 
 Offices in  Stratford - Mitchell - Listowel - London - Strathroy
 Call for a detailed itinerary at 1.800.461.8500 or visit blowestravel.com

Carefree Journeys
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Our group then headed by train back to Ollantaytambo 
and then by coach to Cusco. The views of  the Sacred 
Valley are fantastic from the mountain roads and we 
were able to stop for photos enroute. Cusco is a great 
city filled with lots of  history. The main square, Place 
des Armes, is the centre of  activity with lots of  shops, 
restaurants and vendors. It’s a gathering place for locals 
and tourists. The Cusco Cathedral, which is one of  the 
largest in South America, dominates the square, and 
tours are available in English with free headsets. We also 
had a really fun cooking class in Cusco. We learned about 
the different influences on Peruvian cooking, as well as 
the local ingredients. Of  course, cocktails were involved 

and you will learn how to make Peru’s favourite drink, the 
pisco sour. Peru is becoming one of  the world’s favourite 
culinary destinations and, after spending a week there, I 
understand why.

From Cusco we were off  to our connecting flight in Lima 
and returned home with fantastic memories, outstanding 
photos and a desire to return to Peru. 

Rob Blowes has been a travel consultant for 30 years. He has 
travelled to more than 50 countries on six continents. Some of  his 
favourites are France, Italy, Turkey, Croatia, Hong Kong, South 
Africa and Peru. Contact him at rob@blowestravel.com.

TRAVELby Rob Blowes

Kempston & Werth Realty Ltd., Brokerage  www.kempstonwerth.ca

Listowel (519) 418.4663 | Palmerston (519) 417.4663 | Wingham (519) 357.4200

 THE MEADOWS  Comfort & Care in Our Community  710 NELSON AVENUE, LISTOWEL 

LIFE LEASE UNITS
ONE Bedroom

$145,825

TWO Bedroom
$184,300
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When you were a child, the adults in your life made 
sure you ate enough of  the right foods. Fifty years later, 
you’ve likely noticed that, as your loved ones have aged, 
the caretaking roles have begun switching to you. So 
do you know if  your elderly loved one is eating proper 
meals? Most of  us know elderly people who have trouble 
preparing their meals or even forget to eat altogether. It’s 
important to recognize the signs that a loved one may 
not be eating enough, and understand what you can do 
to help.

Both weight loss and gains are problems in the elderly, 
as it relates to nutrition and exercise. The elderly have 
reduced metabolisms, meaning they burn fewer calories 
than they did before age 40. Additionally, the elderly often 
have less energy, especially if  they suffer from chronic 
medical conditions. A slowed metabolism, coupled with 
reduced activity, can lead to obesity on the one end of  

the spectrum and weight loss at the other. Any extreme 
swings should noticed and addressed as soon as possible.
We have noticed many elderly people over-salt their 
food. This likely arises from a decreased sensitivity to 
salt rather than dissatisfaction with the cooking. The 
elderly often have trouble recognizing salty and bitter 
tastes, resulting in increased salt intake, which can lead to 
high blood pressure. Since the elderly usually retain their 
ability to appreciate sweet tastes the longest, they may go 
overboard on the sugary snacks, desserts and beverages. 
Try using salt alternatives and different spices to assist 
them in enjoying their foods without the added sodium.

Dehydration is common in the elderly for a number of  
reasons. They have a reduced ability to conserve water, 
are less attuned to their thirst and may avoid drinking 
fluids because of  an overactive bladder. Additionally, the 
elderly are more likely to lack proper hydration in warmer 

 Healthy
      Aging

BY VIDA PROCTOR
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by Vida Proctor RECREATIONHEALTH & WELLNESS

months and during illness. Medications and chronic 
medical conditions often increase the risk of  dehydration. 
Keep your eyes open for the following indicators for 
mild to moderate dehydration – constipation, headache, 
dizziness, low blood pressure and a rapid heartbeat. 
Consumption of  water is vital to keeping your body 
running as well as possible, otherwise the results can be 
fatal.

Assuming the elderly person does not have any dietary 
restrictions, recommend eating foods rich in Vitamin A, 
B12, C and D, as well as magnesium. Focusing on high-
fiber foods, leafy green vegetables, whole grains and low-
fat or nonfat milk or other milk products is always a good 
idea. Rather than adding salt, the elderly should eat foods 
seasoned with salt alternatives, herbs, and oils with the 
least amount of  cholesterol. To satisfy sweet cravings, 
they should snack on foods that are naturally sweet, such 
as fruits, and cook with sweet peppers. If  they are eating 
goodies, they need to limit their intake, and try not to 
have them every day. To prevent dehydration, the elderly 
should drink small amounts of  fluids throughout the day, 
consuming at least 1.7 litres of  fluid every 24 hours. 

Health issues and physical limitations sometimes make 
it difficult for seniors to manage all aspects of  healthy 
eating, and this is where a retirement residence is able 
to help. If  your loved one’s is experiencing a decline in 
health and their eating habits have changed, check with 
your health provider, because eating well is important at 
any age. For further information, follow the Canadian 
Food Guide as this will assist you preparation of  meals.

As we grow older, we often find ourselves making excuses 
as to why we do not exercise. We tell ourselves that 
exercise is boring, we are in too much pain, we fear we 
may injure ourselves or that we are too old to start. Often 
these are messages bear little value and hold us back from 
a healthier and more fulfilling, independent life.  

As we age, an active lifestyle is more important than 
ever. Exercise can manage symptoms of  pain, maintain 
independence and boost energy. It is good for the body, 
mind and soul. Exercise can improve your overall sense 
of  well-being, improve your mood and manage pain. 

Exercise like walking, swimming, yoga and group exercise 
with others can be fun. It does not have to mean a trip 

to the gym or doing strenuous exercise. Simply put, 
exercise means incorporating more movement in your 
day, whether you are housebound or able to attend group 
activities.          

As we age our metabolism slows down, often adding 
additional unwanted pounds. By exercising, we are able 
to build muscle, sleep better and improve overall health. 
Exercise reduces chronic conditions by improving heart 
health, blood pressure, digestive function and bone 
density. It improves balance, coordination and reduces 
the risk for falls.  

For those that have never exercised or it has been a long 
time, the first question may be, “Where do I start?” It is 
always a good idea to see your health care provider before 
starting any exercise program.  Start slow and commit 
yourself  to a certain amount of  time each day. Set short-
term goals, whether it be to sleep better or increase energy. 
Listen to your body so you don’t over exert yourself. Soon 
the short-term goals will assist in achieving the larger 
goals that may be your main reason for exercising. Even 
the frail adult that is wheelchair-bound may have the 
ability to participate in exercise by using free weights such 
as dumbbells, resistant bands or by participating in chair 
yoga. 

Some of  the types of  exercises that are beneficial to us 
as we age are walking, fitness classes, water aerobics and 
yoga. Such fitness classes are available through the local 
community centre and retirement communities.  

To assist in enjoying activities as you exercise you can 
listen to music, window shop, take pictures, chat with 
friends or enjoy a pet. Each activity can be done while 
walking at a pace suited for you.   

If  you are one that dreads exercise, get active, stay 
committed and you will find that you will feel better, have 
a different outlook and come to enjoy the exercise. You’ll 
build strength and stamina, prevent loss of  bone mass and 
improve your balance, while reducing the risk of  falls. Get 
support of  others and exercise safely.  The first step to a 
healthier you is taking that first step.

Vida Proctor is General Manager of  Harbour Hill Retirement 
Community in Goderich. Learn more at www.harbourhillsuites.com.
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HISTORY

High on the bluffs above Goderich harbour is Goderich’s folly, known locally as McDermott’s 
Castle or simply ‘The Castle.’ 

This buff  brick, three-storey house with a crenelated tower, numerous chimneys, dormers, 
rooflines and elegant flourishes, comes with its own legend, mystery and more. Though 
denied the distinction of  being historically designated, this noble heritage home attracts 
many sightseers to its gateposts. Many wonder about the origins of  The Castle.

The story begins in the Ireland of  old with the MacDermots, who were the Lords of  
Moylurg, in the County of  Roscommon, from the 10th Century to the end of  the 16th 
Century. The MacDermots began to lose sections of  their lands in the 16th Century to 
English nobility and ‘planter families,’ who had served the English Crown. Although the 
MacDermots tried to stay in favour with the English, so began the dispersal of  the family 
across the globe, as families and sons sought better fortunes elsewhere. 

One of  those kin was Henry MacDermott, who immigrated from Ireland in the 1850s 
with his wife Mary and two infant daughters, Jane and Ellen. Shortly after Henry arrived 
in Canada, the Law Society of  Upper Canada conferred upon him the degree of  barrister 

IF THESE 
WALLS 
COULD
TALK
McDermott’s castle is Goderich’s manor of mystery  
BY JODI JEROME
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HISTORYby Jodi Jerome

of  law, suggesting he’d already been educated in Ireland 
or England prior to arriving in Canada. By 1854, he was 
living in Goderich and practicing law, and by ’64 he was 
one of  the principal lawyers of  Strachan & McDermott, 
with an office on West Street. 

With a growing practice to provide for his expanding 
family, Henry bought all of  Block W from William 
Segmann in 1861. By this time, he and Mary had a 
household of  four daughters – Jane, Ellen, Harriet and 

Mary Alice, and sons William and Henry, as well as two 
female servants (Ann Buck and Nancy Cerana), a nurse 
(Mary Cerana) and a servant (John Segavan) to house.

He began to build a grand home modeled upon the 
McDermot Castle, located on Castle Island in Lough 
Key, County Roscommon. As a boy, Henry may have 
explored the castle ruins and heard how it was besieged 
by fire and catapult by Richard de Brugo, who forced 
clan leader Cormac MacDermot, King of  Moylurg, to 
surrender in 1235, or how the last clan chief  lived and 
feasted there from 1585-92, and its demise when taken in 

siege by the Cromwellians of  England. The castle fell into 
ruin. In the 1800s, Lord Lorton built a folly castle on the 
island, among the ruins, and used it as a summer place. 

Henry MacDermott began to build his own Castle 
MacDermott on the Goderich bluff, beginning the 
construction with foundation walls built two feet thick to 
resist the blasting going on at nearby salt mines. 

In 1864, during construction on the house, Mary died and 
left Henry with seven children 
– Jane, 14, Ellen, 12, William, 
11, Harriet, 9, Henry, 6, Mary 
Alice, 4, and Edith, an infant. 
The family held together, living 
in Henry’s castle. 

Gradually the girls, seemingly 
with the exception of  Ellen, 
married. Jane in 1871 to banker 
Charles Rubidge Dunsford; 
Harriet in 1887 to Goderich 
salt mine owner Robert A. 
Stark; Mary Alicia in 1888 to 
the son of  one of  Henry’s fellow 
lawyers William Macara; and 
Edith to Northwest Mounted 
Police sergeant-major Percival 
Pennefather in 1893. William, 
the oldest son, worked as a bank 
clerk in Goderich but died at a 
young age in 1884. 

Henry died from cerebral 
meningitis on March 9, 1889. 

His obituary in the Huron Signal noted, “The immediate 
cause of  death was a fall which he received on the 
morning of  Wednesday which inflicted a serious scalp 
wound, and is believed to have contused the brain.” His 
funeral was held on the following Monday. His pallbearers 
were Sheriff  Gibbons, American Consul Chilton, S. 
Malcolmson, Capt. McGregor, John Davison and Horace 
Horton. “The deceased was well-known in Goderich and 
throughout the county, having for many years occupied 
the position of  Deputy Master in Chancery for the 
County of  Huron.” 
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It is interesting to note that before his fall, Henry had 
attended a party for Sheriff  Gibbons and “some thirty-
five or forty of  his old friends at the British Exchange 
Hotel, where Sheriff  Gibbons was celebrated and 
complemented by many, including Queen’s Council, 
Goderich lawyer, Mr. W.C. Cameron.” 

Henry’s namesake and only heir, Henry Jr., was working 
as a clerk at a salt works by 1891, probably in the employ 
of  his brother-in-law Robert Stark, and living in the 22-
room Goderich hotel run by William Craig. At this point, 
the Castle was empty and awaiting its next owner. 

Jessie H. (McLean) Cameron, wife of  Goderich lawyer 
Malcolm Colin Cameron, a friend of  the MacDermott 
family, bought the Castle in 1902 for $20,000. She was a 
widow, having lost Malcolm in 1898, a few months after 
he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of  the Northwest 
Territories. 

Jessie took on the Castle and is credited with finishing the 
tower, complete with parapets, and is rumoured to have 
installed an elevator, operated by water via a cistern on 
the tower roof, though some claim the elevator could go 
up but not down. Jessie added a third floor and balconies 
to the Castle and covered it with an eclectic roof  that sits 
low upon the home, covering its brow like a crazy jester’s 
cap with its multiple peaks, fancy chimneys and gables. 
Jessie was even said to have had a statue of  Venus de Milo 
in the front foyer. 

Jessie sold the Castle, which she renamed ‘The Maples,’ 
to Grace E. Hunter in 1907 for $8,000, significantly less 

than she’d paid for it. And so began a series of  owners 
that continues to this day. Just last fall, the Castle was 
available for only $899,000 according to listings from 
Huron County to the pages of  the New York Times. 

The Castle has not only a place in local lore. It has 
inspired at least one mystery novel. In 1922, the Castle 
and the misfortune of  its residents became an inspiration 
for a mystery novel by Canadian writer Victor Lauriston. 
‘The Twenty-First Burr’ is available to read today at the 
Internet Archives site.

The Castle, which he named Castle Sunset, in the fictional 
town Maitland Port, is described in the first chapter, as, 
“a grey old house, the horns turned into turrets topped 
with slender spires.” Laura, the main character and one 
of  Canada’s first lady detective characters, laughingly 
calls it a house of  ghosts because of  the many ghosts her 
Scottish housekeeper claimed she saw while looking after 

by Jodi JeromeHISTORY
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the house. Ghosts may still haunt the three-storey home 
which has a square turret, a main entrance graced with 
leaded glass doors that lead into a grand foyer that features 
a winding staircase, beautiful stained-glass windows and 
original pine floors, and tall baseboards and high ceilings 
throughout. 

Remnants of  stories lived and imagined, memories long 
gone may drift past the sunset views that must light the 
interior rooms with the day’s last flame.

Like the novel, the Castle continues to keep its secrets and 
mysteries, shrouding its past (and future) in a fog, much 
like the one that occasionally creeps over Lake Huron.

Jodi Jerome is a writer, historian and heritage consultant who enjoys 
finding the stories people have forgotten about the places they live, 
and making the local landscape come alive for those who live and 
visit there. 

THE LAST DONNELLY STANDING by Paul Thompson and Gil Garratt
The rise and fall of a defiant young man who stood in the face of history and dared to burn it all down with a smile.

OUR BEAUTIFUL SONS: REMEMBERING MATTHEW DINNING 
by Christopher Morris
A play about love of family and the always complicated paths to manhood, motherhood, and peace.

THE BIRDS AND THE BEES by Mark Crawford
A hilarious new comedy about love, lust, bee keeping, and the artificial insemination of turkeys.

IF TRUTH BE TOLD by Beverley Cooper
An award winning writer discovers her friends and neighbours want her book banned.FOUR WORLD PREMIERES!

June 15 to September 3, 2016

Call Toll Free 1.877.862.5984 
or visit blythfestival.com
Artistic Director Gil Garratt
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A vision for retirement
There’s more to retirement planning 
than how much money you’ll need.

BY JOSEF FRANK 

FINANCE
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Those contemplating the distant or not-so-distant 
prospect of  retirement generally focus on two main 
things – their projected sources of  income and the age 
at which they perceive they’ll be in a financial position 
to retire.

A great deal of  emphasis in retirement planning is 
frequently placed on the financial aspect. 

While these are important considerations, the issue is 
they are sometimes to the exclusion of  other elements. 
Take a step back and think about it from an alternate 
perspective. 

The question should be, ‘How do I want to spend my 
retirement?’ Then, ask yourself  what income you will 
need to accomplish your chosen retirement lifestyle and 
what might affect your ability to fulfill those wishes. 
You may find there are non-financial factors that have 
a significant impact on whether you achieve your 
objectives. 

This point was evident in an RBC 2015 poll, which 
found that 66 per cent of  those who were partially 
retired did so because they wanted to enjoy an active 
retirement while their health was good. This number 
jumped to 76 per cent for those who were fully retired. 
Clearly, good health is a critical determining factor for 
enjoying retirement. 

If  you’ve given serious thought to exactly what you 
want from a retirement lifestyle, that’s the first step. 
Unfortunately for some Canadians, that initial step 
is never taken. The same RBC survey revealed many 
Canadians fear they may not have what they need to 
maintain their current lifestyle upon retirement. If  
that describes you, it may be an indication you’re not 
looking at it from the right angle; in other words, you’re 
not focusing on how to realize your retirement dreams. 

Another potential misstep is that you may have over-
estimated what you’ll need. If  this is the case, you may 
be surprised to find out you’re actually on track to retire 
at your chosen age. This is exactly where a financial 
plan can be a useful tool to provide clarity.

The fact remains that those who prepare a financial 
plan are more likely to have a realistic idea of  their 

retirement income, and whether it will meet their 
needs, than those who don’t.

Where to start?
To begin, focus on the potentially pleasant prospect of  
what you plan to do in retirement. Will you continue 
to live in Canada? Do you want to spend part of  each 
year abroad or at a vacation property? Will you spend 
time with family and friends? Will you remain in your 
present home or buy a retirement property, either to 
downsize or to relocate closer to family? 

Depending on your cultural background, your 
retirement plans may even include living with relatives 
or in close proximity to your children and grandchildren.

Making healthy choices
Of  course, living arrangements are just one of  many 
considerations that can influence the shape of  your 
retirement. Keep in mind that some will be expected, 
others not. Unforeseen developments with your health 
can be a significant factor.

Illness can have a detrimental effect on your finances 
as well as impeding your travel plans or eliminating 
those activities you looked forward to in retirement. 
Illness may also affect your life expectancy, drastically 
alter your estate plan, and force you to compress the 
time to experience all you’d hoped. On the other hand, 
advances in medical treatments may also mean you 
will live with treatable medical conditions for many 
years. While these circumstances aren’t ideal or what 
anyone envisions, and are often the cause of  additional 
expenditure, possibly including the costs of  long-term 
care, the result can be a longer retirement and one in 
which you have to adjust your lifestyle expectations to 
accommodate the situation.

It’s reassuring to know there are a variety of  options out 
there that may help minimize the negative consequences 
of  ill health – a popular choice is insurance. Keep in 
mind that the feasibility of  insuring against a range of  
predictable or unpredictable conditions will depend on 
numerous factors, including your state of  health and 
your age at the time you apply for coverage. This is 
where your licensed insurance professional becomes 
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an invaluable resource to walk you through the range of  
product choices. 

Family and cultural 
considerations
There are a number of  diverse cultures in today’s 
Canadian society. It only makes sense that cultural 
traditions in regard to caring for seniors are also widely 
diverse. Cultural preferences may favour caring for senior 
family members in the home, as part of  a larger family 
group, extending the family home to accommodate 
retired parents, or placing family members in specialized 
accommodation during later retirement years. 

The prevalence of  immigrant family members in 
Canadian family units also increases the likelihood 
that travel, relocation or living part-time in more than 
one jurisdiction, perhaps to spend time with children 

and grandchildren, may be an important part of  your 
plans. For some, the desire to spend time with family 
that may live in multiple geographic locations could 
be the cornerstone of  designing a retirement plan. It 
could influence the decision to acquire or retain assets  
in multiple jurisdictions and maintain citizenships to 
facilitate multi-jurisdictional living. 

This could be a natural family lifestyle or it could be a 
transitional state of  affairs. Some prospective retirees, trying 
to foresee future eventualities, may plan for extensive travel 
during their early retirement years, expecting to become 
less mobile in later years. Others may live with or in close 
proximity to one branch of  their family. 

All these factors need to be taken into account when 
planning your retirement, building your estate plan and 
making investment decisions that are appropriate for 
your assets.

Josef frank 
Investment Advisor
RBC Dominion Securities
josef.frank@rbc.com | 519-271-6646

(Proudly serving Huron and Perth County)

If market volatility is making you second-guess 
your investments, contact Josef today for a 
complimentary, objective evaluation of your 
portfolio.

Questioning Your investments?
Get an expert second opinion on your portfolio

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate 
entities which are affiliated. *Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC 
Dominion Securities Inc. is a member company of RBC Wealth Management, a 
business segment of Royal Bank of Canada. ®Registered trademarks of Royal Bank 
of Canada. Used under licence. ©2016 RBC Dominion Securities Inc. All rights 
reserved. 16_90588_H2T_002

Plumbing, heating, air conditioning, 
indoor air quality products, 

installation of new fireplaces, 
service to existing units and more!

Proud dealer of Lennox Heating & Cooling, 
Regency fireplaces, Mitsubishi Zuba Central  

and Mr. Slim ductless units

Serving Huron & Perth Counties

1.888.357.4301
www.comfortcentre.com
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Specifics for business 
owners
If  you’re a business owner, your vision of  retirement 
may be influenced to a certain degree by your business 
succession plan. Do you intend to sell the business to a 
third party and use the lump-sum proceeds as a major 
source of  retirement funding? Alternatively, if  you’re 
passing the business on to family members, perhaps you’re 
planning a more gradual retirement, possibly involving a 
period during which you continue to work part-time to 
ensure a smooth transition. 

It’s common for some retiring business owners to 
keep working in a consultative capacity well into their 
retirement years; it really depends on the nature of  
the business and the plans you make to pass it on. In 
some cases, for owners of  professional corporations, 
for example, winding up the business over a number of  

years may be the natural route. These different situations 
and factors understandably influence how you see your 
retirement, when it will begin, the sources of  income you 
expect to have, and your plans for the years ahead. 

Josef  Frank is an Investment Advisor with RBC Dominion Securities 
Inc. Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. This article is not 
intended as nor does it constitute tax or legal advice. Readers should 
consult their own lawyer, accountant or other professional advisor 
when planning to implement a strategy.

• Cycle • Dine
• Hike • Fish
• Relax • Shop
• Swim • Tour

Whatever your taste,
experience it
all in
 Goderich

1-800-280-7637  •  goderich.ca

From
Beginners to
Experienced 

Golfers...
We have you 

covered.
519-524-8047

www.sunsetgolfclub.com

 

 

 

 

Delivering more than a meal 
“We have peace of mind knowing that Mom  

is getting the good food she needs.” 

Meals on Wheels • Transportation • Adult Day Programs 
Home Care • Home At Last • Respite • Friendly Visiting  
Foot Care • Blood Pressure Clinics • Community Dining  

1-877-502-8277 
www.onecaresupport.ca 

Hot or Frozen Meals | Special Diets  
Convenient | Delivered to your door by volunteers 
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In the kitchen with...
Chris Hammond, Chef of The Warrington Eating House,
Listowel, Ontario

The Warrington Eating House, in 
Listowel, was established in July 
2014 by husband-and-wife team 
Chris and Jen, a Wingham native. 
They relocated to Listowel from 
London, England, where they had 
lived for seven years, so they could 
be closer to Jen’s family and open 
their own restaurant. This is their 
first restaurant venture and both 
had alternative careers in the UK. 
Chris’s passion for food led him 
to leave his job in London and 
pursue his dream of  cooking. As a 
result Chris is largely self-taught, 
motivated by wanting to learn all 
he can about different cuisines and 
cooking techniques. Having spent 
some time learning at Le Cordon 
Bleu in London, this cemented his 
dream of  cooking for other people.  
Chef  Chris chose this dish because 
it is an absolute classic. He loves 
the simplicity of  the dish and its 
light, yet punchy, flavour that fresh 
mussels produce. It’s also a dish 
that’s perfect for any occasion.
 

Five minutes 
with the Chef
Huron-Perth Boomers (HPB): 
What would you what your last 
meal to be?
Chef  Chris (CC):  A Caprese 
Salad of  Ripe Heirloom tomatoes 
and fresh buffalo mozzarella with 
a basil pesto because it takes me 
right back to the Amalfi coast 
in Italy.  Followed by a big juicy 
porterhouse steak and a glass of  
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FRESH  PEI M U SSELS
Serves 2
Fresh mussels   1kg
Shallots/scallions diced  2
Carrot, finely diced  1 small
Fresh red chili, diced  1
Celery, finely diced  1 stick
Garlic     1 fat clove
Fresh thyme, leaves picked  2-4 sprigs
Dry white wine   Large glass
Flat leaf parsley   Small bunch
Olive oil    Drizzle
Whipping cream or yogurt  2 tbsp

Prior to cooking, tip the mussels into cold water. Discard 
any that remain open, drain well and pull away any 
stringy bits. Avoid any that smell ‘fishy’, look dry or are 
mostly open. 

Finely dice the shallots, carrot, celery, garlic and chili. 
Pick over the thyme sprigs, discarding the thick stalks, 
and pick the parsley leaves from the stalks. 

Place a large saucepan (with lid) on the hob and heat 
until you can feel a strong heat rising. Add a drizzle of  
oil, then toss in the diced vegetables, chili and thyme. 
The thyme sprigs will crackle if  the pan is hot enough. 
Cook for about 1½ minutes, shaking the pan and 
stirring the vegetables until they start to soften. 

With the heat on high, toss in the mussels and shake 
the pan so they get coated in the vegetables and oil. 
Cover with a lid and cook for another 1-2 minutes, 
shaking the pan once or twice. Uncover the pan and 
pour in the wine. Shake or stir and cook for another 2 
minutes so the wine reduces by half, then cover again 
and cook for another minute. Place a large colander 
over a bowl and tip the mussels and vegetables into the 
centre. Discard any mussels that remain closed. Pour the 
strained liquid back in to the pan, reheat and stir in the 
cream or yogurt and reduce slightly. Return the mussels, 
vegetables and parsley to the pan to heat through for 30 
seconds, and then enjoy!

Serve with fries and garlic aioli. See recipe for aioli at 
www.huronperthboomers.com.

To Drink?

Malbec red wine, because you may as well go out with a 
bang!

HPB: What three ingredients can you not live without?
CC: Garlic – it’s versatile, flavourful, and sexy.  Onions – 
The base of  so many great dishes start with the humble 
onion. Maldon sea salt – I know we all need to be careful 
of  the salt we put into our bodies and that is important, 
but without the natural power of  salt to season all foods, 
eating would just be boring. 

HPB: What is your favourite kitchen tool?
CC: My indoor charcoal grill that I use to cook meat, 
fish, breads, vegetables... Used correctly, you get that 
smoky barbecue char taste on the exterior but perfectly 
cooked food on the inside.  

HPB: What is your favourite thing to cook?
CC: Simple food. Being largely self-taught in the kitchen 
has meant that I have experimented a lot, but what I 
have found is that the best food is often the simplest.  

HPB: If  you weren’t a chef, what would you do?
CC: I have chosen this career later in life, so I previously 
fulfilled many of  my ambitions. I was drawn to cooking.  
We have taken a huge leap and I am now doing what 
I may have done earlier if  I had my time again, so for 
that I am very grateful and happy. That said, being a 
professional golfer wouldn’t be all that bad either!

“Any good dry white wine. A great 
choice is the Willm Reserve Riesling 
from Alsace, France. This is not a 
typical sweet Riesling, it’s a bone-dry 
wine from Alsace that has plenty of 
citrus notes, perfect to cut through the 
rich creamy mussels.”
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    SELF-MANAGE

YOUR HEALTH
Create an action plan to better deal

with a life-long health condition. BY ANDREA MARTIN

Living with a life-long health condition is 
never easy. 
You, essentially, have two options. You can become 
passive, allowing the disease take over your life, or you 
can become an active participant by taking a role in your 
own health self-management.

The number of  people who live with a life-long condition 

is on the rise. Diabetes, high blood pressure, arthritis and 
heart disease are some of  the common ailments you hear 
about when chatting with older adults. In fact, almost 80 
per cent of  Ontarians over the age of  45 have a chronic 
condition, and, of  those, about 70 per cent suffer from 
two or more chronic conditions (CCHS 2003). This 
means they have to take multiple medications, deal with 
medication interactions, cope with physical limitations 
and adapt to doing things differently, ultimately changing 
the way they live their life.
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Over the next week I want to 
be more active by walking.

What? Walk
Where? Around two blocks
When? After supper
How often? Three days this 
week – Monday,Wednesday 
and Thursday
How confident am I? On a 
scale of 1-10 where one is not 
confident at all to 10 being  
completely confident, I have 
a confidence level of eight 
that I will complete the entire 
action plan as outlined.

by Andrea Martin HEALTH & WELLNESS

The term ‘self-management’ is a health care buzzword, 
but what does it mean? There are many definitions that 
can be used, most of  which sum up self-management 
as a person’s active participation in achieving his or her 
best health and wellness, or an individual’s ability to 
be the director of  their care. To be active in your own 
care, you must have the knowledge, understanding and 
resources to manage and make decisions around your 
own health (physical, social and emotional) and work in 
partnership with all members of  your health care team. 
Self-management takes time, and the self-manager needs 
to learn and practice the necessary skills.

Self-management is about being  involved in your health 
and being an active member of  your health team. 
Remember you are the only person who knows everything 
about your health. You are the only one who knows how 
you feel when you take your medications, the only one who 
knows when the last time you took your medication, and 
if  you even took that medication. This is all information 
that you need to share with your health care team. 
When dealing with chronic diseases, there are medical 
appointments with physicians, specialists, dietitians and 
other health providers. These appointments may lead to 
different medications or different treatments. Since you 
are the only person who attends all the appointments 
you need to make sure the information shared at one 
appointment is also shared at the others. It’s not always 
an easy thing to do.  

To help make sure you don’t miss out on important 
information, make sure you ask these three questions 
before you leave your appointments: 

• What is my current health problem?
• What do I need to do?
• Why is it important that I do this?

Setting self-management goals is a great way to become 
healthier. Unfortunately, goal-setting isn’t always 
successful, because we often set goals that are too large. It 
takes weeks and months to reach what we want to achieve 
and after a couple of  weeks of  not seeing any progress 
towards achieving our goal, many of  us start to give 
up. We think we’ll never achieve it, so why bother even 
trying? Taking a closer look at how we create these goals 
can be very helpful to us accomplishing milestones that 

help us feel better and deal with our chronic conditions. 
Kate Lorig, of  Stanford University, is known as a self-
management guru. She and others created the Chronic 
Disease Self  Management Program to teach these skills, 
allowing participants the opportunity to practice to gain 
confidence in using them in daily life. One of  these tools 
breaks down goal setting into ‘Action Planning’ steps. 

Action planning
One tool active self-managers find helpful is goal 
setting – breaking down a large goal into smaller, more 
achievable steps such as weekly action plans. Action plans 
are simple, specific steps that you will complete over a 
set amount of  time. When some level of  accountability is 
added to your plan (such as sharing with others whether 
you accomplished the plan or not), it increases the level 
of  success you will have. Setting an action plan does not 
have to be a challenge. Base it on something you want 
to do, not what you think you should do. Be specific, ask 
yourself  the questions of  what action you are going to 
do, and when and how often you’re going to do it. The 
more specific you can be with what you want to do, the 
more likely you are to be successful at achieving it. Some 
people find it helpful to track their plan by writing down. 
Options for tracking include using a notepad, a calendar 
or even a smartphone. 

If I was trying to get more activity into my life, I may set 
an action plan that looks like this:
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Check to see if  there are barriers to you completing what 
you have set out to do. Action plans are meant for you to 
accomplish and have success. If  you don’t think you can 
complete the plan, then perhaps you need to change it 
something you know you can do. It’s not about failing, 
but rather accomplishing the things you really want to 

do. Remember that sometimes life does get in the way 
and we are not able to finish the plan we set out to do, 
and that’s OK. Learn from that plan, alter what the plan 
looks like if  needed and try again. Most importantly, 
keep practicing the action-planning skill. Community 
programs are available to help you do just this, or ask 
your health professional if  they can help support you in 
creating or sticking with a plan.

Get involved
Get involved in your community and be open to trying 
something new. There are resources available for those 
looking to be involved in their health. Community 
programming can help you gain information about 
what may help you, and provide you an opportunity to 
practice new self-management skills. This may include 
joining a community self-management workshop to learn 
tools and share your experiences with others. Dining 
programs, exercise classes or education sessions are also 
available for free or at minimal costs in most communities 
across the region. Taking on a volunteer role can also 
provide you with many rewards. Getting involved is 
about trying something new, finding something you enjoy 
and sharing your experiences with your community. 
Learn more about self  management workshops at www.
swselfmanagement.ca. Online resources such as www.
thehealthline.ca can also provide valuable information on 
health programs, including locating health professionals, 
accessing community programs, participating in health 
fairs and more.

Andrea  Martin is Program Manager for  the  South West 
Self  Management program. Learn more about the program at 
www.swselfmanagement.ca.

Personal Action Plan____________

1. Something you WANT to do, 
or decide to do
2. Achievable 
3. Action-specific 
4. Answer the questions:
    What? 
  How much? 
  When?  
  How often?  
5. Confidence level (of 7 or more)? 

Adapted from “Living a Healthy Life with Chronic Conditions”,
Lorig et al 2013

WEST COAST KITCHENS
custom kitchens, 

bathrooms, offices, 
media centres and more!

50 West Street, Goderich, ON
(519) 440.0352 | westcoastkit@hurontel.on.ca

www.westcoastkitchens.net
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An interest in Canada’s north has led a Stratford man to 
one of  the most significant historical discoveries in the 
history of  the Arctic.

Tim MacDonald, who was raised in Listowel and is 
the President and CEO of  Ideal Supply, helped found 
a non-profit organization that provided the funding and 
equipment necessary for Parks Canada and researchers 
to scour the frigid Arctic waters for the remnants of  two 

British Navy ships – HMS Erebus and HMS Terror, 
30-metre exploration ships which either took 128 British 
sailors to their watery grave or forced them to perish on 
land while seeking rescue. The ships searched for the 
Northwest Passage from 1845-48. 

In September 2014, searchers located Erebus in 11 
metres of  water. Canadian Geographic described the 
discovery of  the ship, one of  two lost from the historic 

An ArcticDiscovery
Stratford’s Tim MacDonald 
a part of one of Canada’s

most important historical finds 
BY DWIGHT IRWIN
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Sir John Franklin Expedition, in archaeological terms, as 
important as the opening of  King Tut’s tomb in 1922.

So how does a local businessman become involved in one 
of  the most important historical discoveries in Canadian 
history?

“I’ve always had an affinity for the north,” Tim said, 
from the warmth of  his Listowel office. “I first visited 
Fort Simpson, on the MacKenzie River in the Northwest 
Territories, in the 1990s because I was really curious about 
life in that region. I found it to be rugged and incredibly 
beautiful, but it would be challenging to live there.”

After travelling in the north, which is becoming more 
accessible each year as the government and businesses 
invest in northern communities, especially Iqaluit, 
Nunavut’s capital, Tim found similarities to communities 
in Huron and Perth counties.

“I’ve always lived in smaller communities in southern 
Ontario and believe they’re often the same as in the north 
– people need to work together to make the communities 
work.”

He believes the country has done a great disservice to 
native peoples and Inuit of  the north since Franklin 
sailed the waters in the 19th Century, but the tide is 
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finally starting to shift. Businesses are beginning to invest 
in the north, while respecting the important cultural 
heritage of  its peoples. For instance, locals were hired to 
build the Legislative building in Iqaluit and the region’s 
representatives are democratically elected. But, at the 
same time, the legislature provides community Elders with 
a voice to ensure the culture of  the north is considered, as 
Canada’s newest territory catches up economically and 
socially with its southern compatriots.

“It’s an interesting and genuine collaboration between 
local government and native peoples,” Tim said.

After his initial trip to the north, Tim had yearned to 

return to explore the Arctic. In 2008 Tim and his friend 
Jim Balsillie (co-founder of  Research in Motion) led a 
group of  southwestern Ontario CEOs on a four-day trip 
to Nunavut, visiting Pond Inlet, Resolute and Iqaluit. As a 
result of  that trip, the next year Tim and Jim were invited 
to spend a week on the Louis St. Laurent, the largest ship 
in Canada’s Coast Guard fleet and the ice breaker that 
annually opens the Arctic Ocean to the world.

“That was one of  the greatest thrills of  my life,” Tim 
said. “I wanted a broader perspective on the north, 
and breaking ice and travelling the Northwest Passage 
certainly provided that. It was just incredible.”

The crew of  the Coast Guard who guided the ship – often 
Newfoundlanders who are used to the cold, treacherous 
ocean conditions – regaled the visitors with stories of  the 
Arctic and the changes they’d seen to the landscape over 
their lives on the water.

“Anyone who doubts climate change should spend some 
time with them. There are areas of  the Arctic that have 
been locked in ice for centuries and are now accessible. 
And now that you can navigate the Arctic more easily, 
there are so many more vessels up there.”

After a day of  hearing that they were in the region where 
the Franklin Ships were last known to have been, Jim 
Balsillie proposed a project. “Let’s help find those ships,” 
he said to Tim.

Finding HMS Erebus

Polar ice and a massive swath of  ocean have always 
prevented the Canadian government from truly 
prioritizing the search for the ill-fated ships of  the Franklin 
Expedition. But, as the ice recedes as the climate warms, 
the waters have become more accessible to researchers, 
though the funding didn’t follow.

“Parks Canada had been given the mandate to search for 
the Erebus and Terror but only had the budget to search 
for three days a year in an area the size of  Lake Ontario.”

Canada yearned to find the ships though, because, in 
1992, the British government ceremoniously awarded 
‘care and control’ of  the vessels to Parks Canada so the

A sonar image (taken by 
the Canadian Hydrographic 
Service) of the wreck of 
the HMS Erebus, which 
was found in Arctic waters 
in September 2014.
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country would keep the ships safe if  they were to be 
found. Although it would be 22 years before this truly 
became important, the waters where HMS Erebus – 
the ship on which Sir John Franklin died – immediately 
became a National Historic Site and, thus, protected by 
the government.

Jim and Tim created the Arctic Research Foundation 
(ARF), a charitable organization focused on searching for 
the HMS Erebus and HMS Terror, while also conducting 
other research in Canada’s north. 

“We asked Parks Canada what they needed to improve 
their chances of  success, and they replied simply, ‘We 
need our own vessel,’” Tim said.  

ARF retrofitted a Newfoundland fishing trawler – even 
giving it a fresh coat of  blue paint from Tim’s Ideal 
Supply/NAPA Auto Parts operation – and hired a crew 
to operate the vessel, so it could become a platform for 
Parks Canada underwater archaeologists and Canadian 
Hydrographic Service staff  to work. 

“They searched the region for two years and no one paid 
any attention.”

Then, in an unprecedented collaboration between 

federal and territorial government organizations, the 
Royal Canadian Navy, the Canadian Space Agency 
(which supported the search with use of  its satellites), the 
Royal Canadian Geographic Society, and, of  course, the 
ARF, Parks Canada began a rigourous full-time search as 
weather permitted.

The game changed on Sept. 6, 2014, when a Canadian 
Coast Guard helicopter landed on an island so scientists 
and government officials could set up equipment to help 
with their research. To kill time, the pilot picked up his 
metal detector and began scanning the area along the 
shore for any possible artifacts. What he found was a ‘davit 
pintle,’ a half-metre-long rusted iron mechanism used to 
lift small boats on and off  the deck of  a ship, according 
to Canadian Geographic. The davit bore the broad 
arrow markings of  the Royal Navy and, since no other 
British ships are believed to have ever visited that area 
of  the Arctic, searchers were certain it came from one of  
Franklin’s ships and was pushed ashore over the past 170 
years by shifting ice. A piece of  wood with iron nails was 
also spotted nearby, adding to the scientists’ confidence. 

When learning of  this find, the Parks Canada team decided 
they should move close to this area and focus their search 
offshore of  where the davit was discovered. Parks Canada 
discovered the Erebus the next day, and a day later Jim 
and Tim were summoned to Ottawa for an “important 
announcement” the following morning. 

“No one was telling us what was being announced, but 
we knew it must to be important, and, of  course, we were 
hoping one of  the ships had been found.”  
 

“You could clearly see the ship 
with a cannon, turnbuckles, 
pipes... it was incredible.”

THE BUCKET LIST by Dwight Irwin
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Politically, finding one of  the Franklin ships was 
monumental to Canada’s claim that the Northwest 
Passage is a Canadian waterway and not an international 
passage as other countries counter. By discovering either 
ship, Canada can lay claim to the Arctic as its own, control 
vessel traffic and claim the mineral, oil and gas resources 
it contains. 

But politics was far from the minds of  those involved in 
the long search for the Franklin ships that day, as former 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper kept assembled media 
and guests on the edge of  their seats. 

“The Prime Minister came into the room and sat down. 
We cut in live to the CBC but we still didn’t know what 
was going on,” Tim said. “Mr. Harper said, ‘We found 
one of  the ships!’ Everyone in the room cheered and 
Parks Canada archaeologist Ryan Harris unveiled a clear 
sonar image of  the ship. You could clearly see the ship 
with a cannon, turnbuckles, pipes… it was incredible.”

Since then, Parks Canada divers have recovered items 
from the ship and continue to conduct excavations and 
research on the Erebus. The ARF, on which Tim continues 
to sit on the board, supports work on the Erebus, and 
remains involved in the search for the HMS Terror and 
other science-related work in the north.

An Arctic adventure

Since the discovery of  HMS Erebus, Tim has visited many 
local schools, service clubs and community groups to talk 
about his experiences in the north and on the project. 
He has discovered there is a general fascination with the 

north because it has always seemed so inaccessible – a 
barren land of  snow and ice. He’s working to change 
this misconception, encouraging anyone to visit and 
experience the adventure of  the north. Now is the time to 
begin exploring the Canadian Arctic, he said.

“Just go,” Tim tells those as he shares his story. “There 
are three flights a day into Iqaluit and you can visit other 
communities from there. It’s not nearly as much of  a 
challenge as many believe – and the journey is incredible.”

Checking the north off  your bucket list may not lead you 
to one of  the greatest discoveries in Canadian history, but 
it will undoubtedly leave you wanting more, he added.

THE BUCKET LISTby Dwight Irwin
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Nostalgia

‘If You Grew Up 
in Stratford...’
Facebook group provides memories, discussion for Stratford natives
BY JOHN KASTNER

We can all remember our parents and grandparents talking about ‘the good old days.’ We can probably 
also remember rolling our eyes with the onset of  yet another story that began with, “I remember when…”

But the fact of  the matter is, we are becoming our parents and grandparents, and, once you hit that certain 
age, you take a greater interest in the past and memories of  high school, growing up, and first jobs, cars and 
loves are met with an undeniable fondness. 

Photos courtesy Stratford Perth Museum
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Nostalgiaby John Kastner

Perhaps that’s why a Facebook group entitled ‘If  You 
Grew Up in Stratford…’ is all the rage. Started by 
Stratford native and London resident Dave Schulthies, 
the Facebook site is closing in on 5,000 followers and it’s 
just over a year old.

“I live in London and there was a similar Facebook page 
called ‘If  You Grew Up in London.’ Some Stratford 
people had been staying in touch with each other via 
Facebook and we thought there would be interest in a 
similar page for Stratford,” Schulthies said.

Schulthies’ friend, Tim Robinson, had been managing a 
Facebook page aimed at former Grade 7 and 8 students 
from the now-converted King Lear Public School. That 
page had about 10 followers and was the seedling for ‘If  
You Grew Up in Stratford...’. Within a month, this new 
group had 400 members and within a year that number 
was closing in on 5,000.

“It just goes to show that people are nostalgic in nature,” 
Schulthies added. “I think that is more so for people our 
age.”

And it also says something about the people from 
Stratford. The similar London Facebook group has 
13,000 followers but London is about 12 times the size 
of  Stratford, yet the Facebook following is only 2.5 times 
greater. The Stratford Facebook group certainly suggests 
that when you start to get older you look at things 
differently, with a greater appreciation and fondness. 
Ads in The Stratford Beacon Herald for a record store, 
a menu from the Jumbo restaurant or where exactly was 
the Jolly Buccaneer – all things that would barely move 
the needle for a teenager at the time – prompt a flood of  
comments and memories.

Interestingly, those comments and postings lead to many 
more subjects.

“That’s how it works,” Schulthies said. “One story 
quickly leads to another. There was a photo of  Walker’s 
Men’s Wear. You used to be able to get Cubs and Scouts 
uniforms at Walker’s, so it turned into a new discussion 
about that. Walker’s was right next to where Kresges used 
to be, so then there was a discussion about Kresges and 
old stores downtown. All of  a sudden someone would 

mention the Limelight Restaurant, then Woody’s, which 
went in there after that.”

That’s what memories are like – one memory prompts a 
dozen others, Schulthies said. 

“Those memories are like a stone thrown into a pond and 
the ripples spread out.”

A photo such as Rolly Shore’s Supertest, at the corner of  
Ontario and Trow, briefly mentioned the building, but 
quickly evolved into fond memories of  Rolly Shore, his 
staff  and service, and then all the candy and pop that kids 
bought at long-gone gas stations and corner stores.

One of  the real successes of  the page is that it first 
brought people together digitally, and then literally when 
it became the springboard for a 40th anniversary of  the 
Stratford Central class of  1975 reunion on Nov. 7. Greg 
Morris used the Facebook page to round up his former 
classmates.

“That started out as a discussion and someone mentioned 
about how it was coming up on 40 years since graduation,” 
Schulthies  said. “Postings on the page prompted the idea 
of  a class reunion and then Greg ran with it.”

The reunion drew about 100 to the Army and Navy, from 
as far away as Vancouver and Maine – and all of  them 

Stratford’s old 
fire hall.
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Nostalgia by John Kastner

learned about it through the Facebook page. As if  the 
reunion itself  wasn’t nostalgic enough, a Ken’s French 
Fries truck showed up. 

Ironically, discussion about Ken’s French Fries is always 
one of  the hot topics on the page. A discussion string 
about the iconic French fry truck, which has been a 
fixture behind city hall for generations, prompted about 
60 comments including speculation about one of  the 
great Stratford mysteries  – who was Ken?  

There are lots of  people that contribute to the page from 
time to time, including yours truly, but some are much 
more dedicated than others. Brian Reis, who lives near 
Wiarton, is a frequent poster, as is Vince Gratton, a local 
historian who has a remarkable collection of  Stratford 
photos. His postings are certainly one of  the highlights of  
the page and his ancestors were in the local automotive 

industry, so that is also a topic where he has a wealth of  
knowledge, as well as photos.  

Not all the postings and discussions are so Stratford-
centric. It’s not unusual to see a picture of  an old Coca 
Cola cooler that could just as easily been from some place 
in Georgia as Stratford. But the focus very quickly turns 
back to the Festival City and someone will remark, “I saw 
a cooler just like that the other day. They still have one in 
Ellam’s Restaurant.”

And not all of  the postings are just about memories. It’s 
not unusual to see a great picture of  the Avon River or 
a beautiful new shot of  Stratford city hall. Even though 
they may be brand new, they still prompt all sorts of  likes 
and comments.

There are certainly hot button issues though and they are 
always nostalgic. Club 42, which was a club for teens on 
Wellington Street, prompts a lot of  interest. The Cooper 
site, formerly known as the CNR Shops, is another popular 
subject and, given some of  the great old architecture in 
downtown Stratford, there are plenty of  fond memories 
of  great old buildings, including many that are long gone 
such as the old post office, the Perth Mutual Insurance 
building and the downtown firehall.

The Stratford Perth Museum is looking at building a bell 
tower and that idea was also prompted by a discussion 
on the ‘If  You grew Up in Stratford…’ Facebook page. 
There was a lengthy discussion about the old Stratford 
Post Office that got knocked down in the 1960s. It was 
just west of  Pazzo where that little park and Mr. Dog 
set up shop each summer. The museum has the bell and 

Monday - Friday 8 am - 6 pm, Saturday 8 am - 4 pm
180 Suncoast Drive, East, Goderich 519-524-8391 or 1-800-265-5507

www.mcgeemotors.ca

Monday rida 8 6

ALL NEW
CHEV CAMARO

4

ALL NEW BUICK
LACROSSE

ALL NEW
CADILLACS ATS-V CTS-V ALL NEW

CHEV SPARK
ALL NEW
CRUZE

ALL NEW
MALIBU

ALL NEW
CHEVY BOLT

CHEV COLORADO
Diesel

GMC CANYON
Denali & DieselCT6 XT5

WILL LAUNCH MORE NEW VEHICLES IN 2016 THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER!!!!

The mention of an old Coke 
machine can start a lengthy 
conversation on the Stratford 
Facebook group.
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the clock from that post office, and discussion on the 
Facebook page prompted the idea of  a bell and clock 
tower to display those two incredible artifacts.

The page also demonstrates what is great about social 
media. There is no negative trolling and hardly any 
pontificating about political views from the left or the 
right. It is very much a feel-good page.

Schulthies, as the manager of  the group, admits he has 
some responsibility to keep the page between the lines but 
he says it has been practically trouble-free.

“There have been very few posts that have been reported. 
We had just a couple that got nasty with some anti-
government stuff, but nothing too bad, and it gets pushed 
to the side pretty quickly.”

As we get older and some of  us ease into retirement it’s 
not uncommon to find hobbies or new interests. For 
Schulthies, this has been the perfect venture. Thousands 

of  people enjoy the memories and comments posted on 
the ‘If  You Grew Up in Stratford…’ page and it has been 
personally rewarding as well.

“It’s a very enjoyable new hobby,” he said. “It’s helped me 
connect with old friends and about 30 of  us went out for 
lunch to Molly Bloom’s the day of  that Central reunion.”

Creating and managing the page and the group seems 
like a stroke of  genius by Schulthies.

“Boy, it’s been fun – a real pleasure. I know it has been fun 
for a lot of  other people as well and, given the traffic on 
the page and the number of  comments, I think it’s a page 
and a group that’s not going anywhere soon.”

John Kastner is the General Manager of  the Stratford Perth Museum. 
Learn more about the area’s history at the museum, located at 4275 
Huron St., Stratford, or visit www.stratfordperthmuseum.ca.

Courses o�ered include:
• Standard First Aid and CPR (Levels A, C & HCP)
• Emergency First Aid and CPR (Levels A, C & HCP)
• AED Training and CPR (Levels A, C & HCP)

Call or email for course information and dates.

first aid and 
emergency training

HOMEFRONT

JANINE DONALDSON  |  Red Cross Training Partner
519 444 8164  |  homefrontfirstaid@gmail.com

Nostalgiaby John Kastner

Come see our 2016 exhibits
Stratford Festival: After the Victory
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe:

 Myths, Magic and Messages
SAQA Art Quilt exhibit: My Corner of the World
Perth Regiment: Perth UP!
Railway Century: The role of rail in Perth County

4275 Huron Rd., Stratford
519-393-5311

stratfordperthmuseum.ca

STRATFORD ROTARY 
COMPLEX

FRIDAY, APRIL 22 • 3-8 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 23 • 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 • 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

www.stratfordspringhomeshow.com
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TECHNOLOGY

I have a confession: When I first heard about Twitter I 
thought it was the stupidest thing I’d ever heard of.  I’m 
a writer; I compose in hundreds, if  not thousands, of  
words. How could anyone say anything of  value in 140 
characters?

However, after trying Twitter for a while, I was soon 
hooked. It turns out there are tons of  interesting people 
saying interesting things on Twitter. Whatever your 
interest, you can find it.

THE BASICS
Before I dive in and explain why I love Twitter, let me 
give you the basics in case you’re not currently on the 
site. Your updates on Twitter are called Tweets. Yes, it’s 
silly, but it’s part of  the branding. Their icon is a bird, 
hence Tweets. Each Tweet is a 
maximum of  140 characters, 
including punctuation and 
spaces. To get around this, 
some people use acronyms 
and abbreviations. However, 
you can get by just fine without 
them. My followers don’t 
know these abbreviations 
and neither do I. I write in 
complete sentences and you can find many people who 
do. If  you don’t understand what your teenager is texting 
on their phone, it won’t stop you from understanding 
Twitter.

When Tweeting, if  you put an @ in front of  someone’s 
username, this signals to them you are talking about them 
or to them. It is known as an @reply (at reply). You can 
have conversations with another Twitter user this way. 
However, you need to be aware that @replies are public, 
so act accordingly. If  you start a Tweet with an @reply 
then only people who are following both of  you will see 
the conversation unless they go to your Twitter profile. 
If  you start the Tweet with any other word then anyone 

who is following you can see the Tweet. Another feature 
of  Twitter is the ‘Retweet.’ This is when you forward 
someone’s Tweet to your followers. You might do this 
when the Tweet is entertaining, informative or helpful 
and you think the people following you might agree.
 
You’ve probably heard of  a hashtag. While other social 
networks are now using them, hashtags originated on 
Twitter. It consists of  the # in front of  a word or phrase 
(no spaces between the words in the phrase). The purpose 
of  a hashtag is to allow people to find others Tweeting 
about a particular topic. For example, conferences often 
have a hashtag that allows people to connect with other 
attendees prior to, during and after an event. On more 
than one occasion I’ve been to a conference and had 
the speaker recognize me from a conversation we had 
on Twitter. I’ve also used Twitter to keep in touch with 
people I meet at a conference. News organizations often 
create hashtags about ongoing news events – elections or 
breaking news for example. By typing the hashtag into 
the Twitter search bar you can find other people on 
Twitter who are discussing that topic, even if  you aren’t 
following them. Then you can join the conversation by 
replying using the same hashtag.

FOLLOWINg PEOPLE
If  you don’t follow anyone or have anyone following you 
Twitter will be very boring. So you need to start following 
people. It is perfectly acceptable to follow people you 
don’t know. If  they didn’t want you to follow them they 
would either have their profile set to private or not bother 
with Twitter. They don’t need to approve you; just go to 
their profile and click the ‘Follow’ button.

HOW DO YOu FIND PEOPLE TO 
FOLLOW?
Use the search box to find people you want to follow. 
Search for names of  specific people – people you know, 

Getting started with Twitter
BY ANDREA J. STENBERG
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celebrities, authors, journalists. Type in words for topics 
you are interested in. This will bring up a series of  
Tweets by people talking about your search term or who 
have that term in their user name or profile. Click on the 
usernames of  some of  these Tweets to go to that person’s 
profile. Follow the ones you find interesting. Once you 
are following some people, click through to their profiles. 
Then click on ‘Following’ to see who interests this person. 
Odds are, if  you find someone interesting, some of  the 
people they follow will also be interesting. Start following 
some of  them too.

A certain percentage of  people you follow will follow you 
back just to see who you are. Now you’re no longer alone 
on Twitter. You are ready to start participating. 

As you progress with Twitter, you’ll probably want to start 
using Lists. When you’re only following 10 people, lists 
aren’t important. But once you start following more than 
100 people you may want to organize people into lists. 
This allows you to pay attention to these people more 
closely. For example, I am a huge Toronto Blue Jays fan. 
I have a Blue Jays list consisting of  players, journalists 
who write about the Jays and people who use the #jays 
or #bluejays hashtags. During Jays games I can pull up 
my Blue Jays Twitter List and get the line-up, chat with 
others watching the games and get news between games.

Now you’re ready to start Tweeting. What do you Tweet 
about? It depends on you. You don’t need to Tweet what 
you had for dinner. What are your passions or interests? 
Tweet about those. Some people Tweet inspirational 
quotes. Others share interesting articles they find online. 
Some people share photos they take of  the community. 
Experiment. 

And while you’re busy Tweeting, don’t forget to look at 
your feed and see what the people you are following are 
Tweeting. Use an @reply to comment on some of  them. 
Retweet others. Respond to people who mention you. Be 
part of  the conversation. 

While you’re at it, follow me @andreastenberg. Introduce 
yourself  and say hello!

Andrea J. Stenberg is a social media marketing consultant in Owen 
Sound. Her blog www.TheBabyBoomerEntrepreneur.com shares 
news, tips and advice for Boomers running a business.

WHY DO I HEAR 
BUT NOT UNDERSTAND?

CALL US TODAY TO BOOK YOUR 
FREE HEARING TEST!

Did you know that 47% of adults age  
60-79 have hearing loss?1

Your hearing difficulties could be caused 
by damaged hearing hair cells inside 
your inner ear (cochlea). When damage 
occurs in the high-frequency areas of the 
cochlea, speech may sound garbled and 
comprehension may become difficult.

A comprehensive hearing assessment 
will identify the challenges you face and 
what can be done to help improve both 
your hearing and your comprehension.  
It takes less than 60 minutes, you don’t 
need a referral from your doctor, and 
there’s no cost or obligation whatsoever.

outer ear middle 
ear

inner 
ear

MAG-WDIH-HPBM

Hearing tests are provided free of charge for adults ages 18 and older. Some conditions 
may apply. Please see clinic for details.  [1] CampaignForBetterHearing.org/Research

Clinton | Goderich | Exeter | Listowel
Stratford | Wingham

1-888-532-5956
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Joan has been working in the health care sector since 
1979, graduating from Health Administration & Office 
Procedure, managing a medical clinic for the past 18 
years.

Eight years ago she signed up for a training course with 
Victim Services Bruce Grey Perth with the intent to gain 
knowledge for her day job. The training was an intense, 
10-week, in-class course that included a few hours of  
nightly homework. 

Upon graduation from the Victim Services training, it 
was required to volunteer for one year. After the year was 
up, she had gained so much knowledge and satisfaction 
in making a difference in people’s lives when they were 
dealing with tragic situations she wouldn’t dare resign.

“Joan consistently puts her name on the volunteer 
schedule,” said Anne Elliott, Executive Director of  Victim 
Services Bruce Grey Perth. “She also acts as a mentor 
to new volunteers and demonstrates professionalism and 
kindness in meeting the needs of  victims.”

What’s more amazing is Joan has become a valued 
volunteer while working full time, raising three children 
with her husband, and driving them to hockey, soccer, 
music lessons, etc., while still teaching Sunday School.

In 2009, Joan was the recipient of  the ‘Huron Perth 
Provider Council Health Kicks Huron’ inspiration 
award for primary care – showing exemplary leadership, 
mentoring and accomplishment in their career. Currently, 
Joan sits on the executive of  the Quality Committee 
for STAR Family Health Team, striving for the highest 
quality of  health care possible for patients.

For the past two years, Joan has been on the Residential 
Hospice Stratford Perth Steering Committee, starting 
from ground zero as to the feasibility of  this much-needed 
service for Perth County. Over the years she has developed 
a primary-care based Very Important Patient (VIP) 
palliative program to ensure quality care for palliative 
patients and their families. Joan continues to take courses 
to enhance her volunteering with Victim Services and 
over the last few years for been part of  the final testing 
for potential graduating volunteers. In her spare time, she 
enjoys cooking, entertaining and gardening. 

With the exception of  going to school, Joan has been a 
resident of  Perth County all her life and feels there is such 
a great need for volunteers at any level. “Its amazing what 
you can accomplish when you don’t need the credit,” she 
said.

GAME CHANGER

Lifeblood of the community
Volunteering is a full-time job for Joan Ritsma, on top of her full-time job 

Does your business 
want to recognize
‘Game Changers’

in our community?

This sponsorship ad is available for a 
business that would like to encourage 
volunteerism in Huron-Perth. Your business 
will receive premier positioning and 
recognition each quarter, while giving back to 
local charities. It’s a true win-win!

Contact Amy (519) 524-0101 or
amy@huronperthboomers.com for package pricing
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GAME CHANGERJOAN RITSMA

Do you know a Game Changer? 
Email amy@huronperthboomers.com or

call 519-524-0101 to nominate a deserving citizen.

Joan Ritsma is a 
tireless volunteer in 
Perth County, giving 
time to Victim Ser-
vices, St. Aloyuis 
School, the local 
Family Health Team 
and the Stratford 
Perth Hospice.
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March 3
Stratford Garden Festival
Rotary Complex, Stratford
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
dherman@on.lung.ca or call 519-271-7500
Runs through March 8

March 5
Maple Syrup Festival
McCully’s Hill Farm, St. Marys
519-284-2564 or www.mccullys.ca
Runs weekends in March 

Paddyfest
Events throughout Listowel
www.paddyfest.ca
Runs through March 20

March 12
Return of the Tundra Swans
Flooded fields behind Lambton Heritage Museum, 
Grand Bend
www.returnoftheswans.com or 519-243-2600
Runs through April 3

March 15
Bingo
Blyth Memorial Hall
Doors open at 6 p.m., Game starts at 7 p.m.
Contact Blyth Legion and Ladies Auxiliary
Also runs April 26

March 19
Main Street United Church Gala
Community Centre, Mitchell
5:30 p.m. 
$ 50 per person or $350 per table of eight.
Proceeds to New Church Building Fund.

March 20
Country Dance at the Brussels Legion
7 p.m.
Music by The Country Versatiles
Also, April 8 at the Clinton Legion

March 26
Easter Egg Hunt
Bluewater Community Centre, Zurich
Call Jim Zimmerman at 519-236-4947
Presented by the Zurich Lions Club

April 1
Bowl for Kids Sake
Little Bowl, Goderich
7-9:30 p.m.
Free bowling with pledges over $40 to Big Brothers, 
Big Sisters North Huron 519-524-4361

April 3
Swan Parade Weekend
William Allman Memorial Arena, Stratford, 2 p.m.
519-271-5140 or hello@visitstratford.ca
Morenz Drive to Lakeside Drive

April 7
49th annual Belmore Maple Syrup Festival 
Belmore Community Centre, Wroxeter
519-392-6877
belmorecommunitycentre@gmail.com
Also runs April 9

North Perth Community Hospice Spring 
Social
Listowel Golf Course, 8380 Fairlane Rd.
6:30 p.m.
Tickets $30 each.
519-291-5141

April 14
Joy of Sketching
Alice Munro Branch Library, Wingham
10:30 a.m.-noon.
Registration required.

April 16
Inn Keeper’s Dinner
Knox Church, 142 Ontario St., Stratford
6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m.
Live and silent auction
Tickets $120, including HST and a $100 tax receipt
www.stratfordperthmuseum.ca

April 22
Stratford Home & Leisure Show
Stratford Rotary Complex
More than 130 local vendors offer home renovation, 
leisure, and home improvement services to Stratford 
and area residents.
www.stratfordspringhomeshow.com
Runs through April 24

April 24
Pedal the Pinery
Pinery Provincial Park, Grand Bend
Noon registration.
www.PineryPark.on.ca/Pedal_Pinery.html 519-243-
1521

April 26
22nd annual Huron Perth Diabetes Day 
Mitchell arena
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
$20 registration fee includes hot lunch.
www.huronperthdiabetes.com
519 272-8210 x2365

May 6
Home and Lifestyle Show
Listowel arena
Free admission, food bank donation accepted
Runs through May 8

Goderich Home & Cottage Show 
Memorial Arena, 180 MacDonald St., Goderich
www.goderichhomeshow.ca
Runs through May 8

May 7
Morrison Dam Fishing Derby
8 a.m.-noon
Morrison Dam Reservoir, Exeter
www.abca.on.ca or 1-888-286-2610

May 12
SpringWorks Stratford & Perth Indie Theatre 
and Arts Festival
www.springworksfestival.ca
Runs through May 22

May 13
Grand Bend Arts, Eats and Beats
Art Studio Tour
www.grandbendstudiotour.com

May 15
7th annual Dave Mounsey Run Around the 
Square
Goderich; www.runaroundthesquare.ca

May 18
International Museum Day
10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Huron County Museum & Historic Gaol
www.huroncounty.ca/museum

May 20
Victoria Day weekend in Bayfield
The town comes alive with the unofficial return of 
summer!
Shopping and more on Main Street.
Runs through May 23

May 21
Migration Weekend at Pinery Provincial 
Park, Grand Bend
pinerypark.on.ca or 519-243-8574
Runs through May 23

May 27
Forbidden Ride across Perth County
Motorcycles roar their way around Perth County.
info@visitperth.ca
Runs through May 28

EVENTS SPRING 2016
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We have been recommending Massage for over 
20 years, and we're very excited to be offering our 

valued clientele 3D professional strength, deep 
muscle massage chairs for home or clinical use!

WHY IS MASSAGE SO BENEFICIAL
FOR OUR BODY?

 Here are 4 bodily functions that can improve with
 using a Deep Muscle Massage Chair: 
 *Blood flow is enhanced 
 *Lymphatic fluid flows better
 *Nerve impulses are improved
 *Joints can decompress and realign
 
We Also Sell Quality: Treadmills, Ellipticals, Bikes, Rowers, 
Strength Systems and Weights, Inversion Tables, Vibration        
Platforms, Hand-Made Saunas and M.E.D. Therapy Spas. 

126 & 202 Main Street West, Listowel (519) 291-5987
105 Queen Street West, Fergus (519) 787-7498

www.leggefitness.com
1-800-695-7338 | info@leggefitness.com

THE WORLD’S BEST MASSAGE CHAIRS
SINCE 1962

The ‘Dreamwave’ Massage Chair  by INADA

Come in for yourFREE MassageChair Treatment!

THE LEWIS   $344,900
Superior (SIP) Constructiion 

2 bdrm, 2 full bath, Geo Thermal Heat/Cool

THE STORNOWAY $344,900
Superior (SIP) Constructiion 

3 bdrm, 2 full bath, Zuba (Mitzubishi) Heat/Cool

THE COTTAGE $284,900
Superior (SIP) Constructiion 

1 + Den, 1 + 1/2 bath, hardwood, tile, executive ensuite

309 Lewis Road 301 Lewis Road 317 Lewis Road

Available for Immediate Occupancy

Rel
ax …

P
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Executive Home “The MacLeod” 2 bedroom, 2 bath, Waterfront
SALES OFFICE:  196 Carloway Trail, Kincardine

Active Lifestyle Community
MacGregor  H O M E S  Construction

3 Years 
Maintenance 
Free Living



“Of course you can live independently. 
That’s the magic of living here“. 
Vida Proctor, General Manager.

Choose with confidence.

Huron County’s most vibrant retirement community. 
104 Suncoast Drive East, Goderich 

harbourhillsuites.com • 519.440.0110

Independent and enhanced care. Short term and recuperative stays.
RETIREMENT COMMUN

IT
Y


